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The Lord has faithfully saved many lives over the years and
blesses us in witnessing the fruit of His labor.
̵

We are dedicated to meet the needs of each client with care and compassion. As you can see above,
they often bring their babies back to express their gratefulness and let us know they are doing well.
We are overwhelmed by the number of those who choose life and discovered hope for their future from
2004 to 2016,
 1,862 persons have prayed to accept or rededicate their lives to Jesus
 4,872 women at risk to abort have chosen "Life" for their babies
 10,356 LEAP (Life Education Assistance Program) attendances have been recorded
 2,414 Bible Study attendances have been logged
 30,777 visits by clients and members of their support groups have been served

In 2016, we focused on tools of technology to improve
advertisement and the internal operation of the ministry.






We continued the development and implementation of internet advertisement and search engine
updates. Due to these changes, the primary site for Center supporters and volunteers,
www.lifelincecpc.net, and the sites for prospective clients, www.pregnancysos.net and
www.southbeltcpc.net, are appearing much higher in internet search listings.
With increased advertising and procedural enhancements, we also prepared our staff and volunteers
for changes. The Center’s Policy & Procedure Manuals were reviewed and updated. Training
sessions were conducted and recorded for both our current and future workers.
The in-house developed databases were also expanded to record client exit reviews and their
advocate’s notes. This gives us the advantage of sharing heartwarming favorable comments from
our clients on social media and in newsletters. It also provides the opportunity to become paperless
with more in-depth information quickly available of each client’s participation.

We are thankful that the Lord continues to send His faithful
and generous to support this Lifeline Ministry.




Local churches, businesses and individual donors continue to reveal their Commitment to Life
through their regular financial support, banquet offering and the baby bottle campaign.
This past year, we have also been blessed by donors arranging for employer matching funds and
grants from national organizations.
Many also provide all the Blessing Room items needed for the “Earn as They Learn” Program.

